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MTB ORIENTEERING REPORT 2019

POSITIVES
IOF event Advisor Clinic

 This was conducted by Sandor Talas (Hungary) in October following the Australian Championships in
Maryborough on the Sunday & Monday.
26 riders attended. 21 from Australia, 3 from NZ, 2 from Britain. (List in Appendix)
Although OA had agreed to fund this a subsequent application for subsidy to the IOF was successful.

 Sandor also gave a separate 90-minute presentation on the Friday evening to 14 people (representing
all states except Tasmania & including 2 NZ reps) about what would be required to conduct a World
Championship in Australia.   Since then there have been emails facilitated by Hamish Mackie amongst
attendees to ascertain interest and expertise.

Australian Championship Carnival Successes at Maryborough, Victoria.
 Map Run successfully utilised for the warm-up/ training event.
 First Aus. Champs Mass Start event successfully conducted.
 SI Air controls with a beam of 30cm used with 90 hire sticks hired from Livingitlive.
 5 events over 4 days including 4 races attracted a near record 162 pre-entries most days plus some

enter on the day.
 2 events were part of the 2020 World Masters series and its organiser Keith Dawson (GB) attended.
 Carnival conducted through 3 Victorian clubs with support from some foot orienteers.

Australia v New Zealand Challenge
 This saw 26 Kiwis participate, with the challenge held over 8 classes at Maryborough.

Australia won 18- 14 points.

National Series
 This successfully involved 10 races over 3 rounds conducted in Newcastle (NSW); Killarney (QLD) &

Maryborough (VIC). All results on OA website.

Facebook
 MTBO Australia Facebook page has been the main communication and promotion method with new

posts almost weekly.

Websites
 The MTBO pages on the OA website have been updated to show improved content including: photos

of current national series winners; much historical result data and list of all WOC team members (and a
medallist honour list) from commencement in 2002.  More photos on front page too.

 ausmtbochamps.com site has been utilised continually as the MTBO Aus. Champs website.

Development Conference
 A 2-hr conference was held during the ACT Champs attended by 12 people including 1 from NZ.



A lot of areas were covered & minutes are attached.    It was intended to have a day long conference
but this wasn’t feasible at this time due to most participants also being committed to the IOF clinic.

Pedal assist E Bikes
 These have been allowed since 2018 and 2 separate classes were conducted in the Australian Champs.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
WOC 2019 - Team members - Tim Doman (NSW) Ricky Thackray (WA)  Joel Young (QLD)
Manager – Andrea Harris (QLD) Assistant Manager – Peter Young (QLD)
After Kay Haarsma was unable to go as coach it was decided to appoint Andrea Harris as the manager, with
coaching support provided by Kay (pre-training courses set); Natasha, a Russian coach assisted at training and
then NZ’s Marquita Gelderman gave advice during WOC.  Then worked out fine given the small team size.
Results were good for Ricky & Joel but disappointing for newcomer Tim who had several MP’s.
(Separate detailed manager’s report sent to OA Board)

Masters Champs
Only 5 Aussies attended as they were late in the year in October in Germany.
Carolyn Jackson again won gold and two bronze medals.

Promotion in NT
 A successful mtbo event was run in Darwin and a school mtbo event was conducted in Alice Springs.
 MTBO will again be showcased in Alice Springs with 1 event (as well as 3-foot O events) as part of the

Alice Springs Masters Games from October 10-17th 2020.

ISSUES
1) Lack of juniors and elite women.

We need to: a) attract mtb riders from outside orienteering
b) enthuse foot orienteers to try mtbo and ideally do both disciplines.
c)  retain good juniors.

2) We need to promote more through school’s development.   This could be running a talent camp after Vic
Schools Champs and running mtbo programs for schools that have mt biking groups.

3) Need to try to introduce more diversity in our event programs.
This could be having pairs events; mini relays and multiple loops races at state and national level.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1) That we hold a 5-hr. mapping workshop in October 2020 in Canberra, in conjunction with the ACT
Champs. Rationale: there is considerable discussion atm at both the IOF & Australian level re different
mapping standards.  It would be useful to talk about developments and standardize mapping standards
between people from each state. Request $500 support for venue hire and small accommodation
subsidy for attendees.  Would aim for 10 attendees.

2) That foot & MTBO work together more as we are all one sport.
Specifically, I believe that OA should endorse that no other events should be programmed against state
or national championships of either discipline by the hosting state.
This increases the availability of volunteers, equipment and participants.



In minor events there are great opportunities for having both disciplines able to participate.
In SA we offer score events for both mtbo & foot O at mtbo events.

3) SI AIR
 That state associations or state clubs look to support grant applications for the provision of 40 SI AIR

wide beacon units (approx. $11,200) for use for MTBO.
Rational: Using the SI AIR was innovative at Maryborough but showed the shortcomings of using the
30cm beacon range rather than the 1.8m range utilised at World Championships and other major
overseas events.
Tied to trees (for security) meant that often riders needed:  a) to stop to reach the box;
2) stop to avoid another stationary rider there; and 3) turn around & return as not close enough.
Reaching across with your left hand to punch something on your right hand side is also a safety issue.
With the wider beacon there would be less rider interaction at controls with the ability to go around
stationary riders. Also, as World Championships use the wide beam, using them in Australia would
benefit our international competitors.

 If none are attained through these avenues by June 2020 then I would like OA to consider funding an
initial group of 30 units (approx. $8,200) through the Moira Whiteside Fund.  This would meet the
criteria of enhancing Australian championships, and would be of ongoing benefit.

4) It would be beneficial if the appointed National Manager of Coaching Development could incorporate
mtbo coaching in his role.   In particular looking at how assist the MTBO High performance committee

5) That states assist promotion of MTBO events by helping fund Facebook “boosts” of events as these
have been very successful where used.  Target 18-60-year olds within a certain radius and with
adventure racing interests.  It’s not just good enough having a great product, it’s got to be marketed!

6) That states try conducting “Map Run” mtbo events. Pink tapes, or similar, should be used at control
points, as riders will often be well past the control site before they hear a beep.

7) Production of a short promotional video that highlights the speedy action of MTBO would be useful.
Perhaps states could advertise if they are any budding film makers.

8) Masters Mtbo & foot O high achievers be recognized with 2 separate “Masters Athlete of the Year”
Awards. This would be for recognition of performances at international level.
Australia punches above its weight at the master’s level and this should be recognized.

9) Some states provide financial assistance to elite or M/W20 runners attending NOL races.
It would be good if elite & M/W20 riders attending National Series races were also assisted in this way.

Appendix:  1) IOF Participant list
2)  MTBO development conference minutes.

Kay Haarsma
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IOF MTBO CLINIC in AUSTRALIA

26 Participants overall.

21 from Australia - from 6 of 8 states / territories.

5 from 2 other countries.

ACT Jim Anderson Marina Iskhakova Eoin Rothery

VIC Rick Armstrong Peter Cusworth Rob Edmonds Kathy Liley

Leigh Privett Maria Plyashechko

NSW Greg Bacon Andrew Power Rob Vincent

SA Kay Haarsma Harrison Waugh

QLD Tamsin Barnes David Firman Richard Robinson Craig Steffens

WA Duncan Sullivan Ricky Thackray Natasha Sparg

UK Keith Dawson Karena Hanley

NZ Joe Sheriff Jo Jo Wilson Michael Wood
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MTBO Development Forum Minutes
Saturday 20th October, Canberra

Increasing Junior Participation

 Schools series With the current push to get orienteering back in schools, there an opportunity to
also showcase bike event, either in parallel or as stand alone events. If your state has a Junior
Development officer, reach out to them for support, to detemine which schools are receiving
orienteering programs, coaching or have teachers accreditied to Level 0. OMaps is also a good
scource for which schools have had their grounds mapped or local council parks that might suit a
Come & try bike event

 Junior coaching – offering beginner or junior coaching session prior to MTBO events offers an
opportunity to bring in new riders without the pressure of normal event administration. The
Newcastle club is a good example how you can focus on new people with training sessions.

Local council park events

As some existing event sites become harder to access and the pool of forest areas reduces, expanding
the type of areas that can be used requires some lateral thinking, Consider private MTB Parks, Council
Parks, Large commercial/industrial facilities, Army Land holdings, entertainment Venues, Showgrounds,
Schools, Universities, Farms, etc.

Promotion of MTBO Events
Promote or perish! We run excellent events but must bring in new people.
Promotion must be considered as important as course setting.
With a bit of attention to regular posting of content, the more popular socail media channels can provide
excellent promotional value for no or low cost. The clubs that have embraced Facebook are seeing
results via new riders turning up to events.

Try these steps:-
1. Create Facebook events for you club’s activities
2. ‘Boost’ the event to increase the number of users exposed to the event (About $20 to reach

2500 interested people)
3. Post photos from the event
4. Share you event posts with your state Facebook page.

Reach out to the clubs that are active on Facebook for tips and help.

Other options include…

 Social Media channels like Twitter, etc
 Websites, Club, State National, Councils, other
 Bulletins to members and casuals – Mailchimp
 Videos – Youtube, Facebook
 Facebook boosting (promotion)
 MTB clubs
 Junior/Schools Development officers
 Local Media outlets invited to events
 Sponsorship from local businesses.



Wanted:
A short but appealing promotional video that could be a You Tube hit.
Perhaps clubs could ask if any individuals have the capacity to produce such or else seek a grant
for one to be made.

Event Formats

To increase the appeal for regular riders and provide interesting options for newbies, why not consider
some of these formats…

 2 or 3hr score courses that attract Adventure racers & mt bikers.  These also eliminate MP’s
 Use MapRun …but consider having a tape at control sites for confirmation.
 Blended courses – sequential + scatter
 Sequential Stages – Splint stage followed imedaiately by a Middle stage
 Offer both several or more line courses and a score course at the event.
 Also eliminate the dreaded DNF / MP at minor events by just putting the no of controls

found after their name & time.  John Smith 92 mins  9 controls
 At championships consider offering an official class for pairs.
 Try to combine foot & mtbo at the same event where suitable. There is no reason

why foot orienteers or rogainers couldn’t do a score event at a mtbo venue, unless it in a
mtb park.  Similarly it sometimes may be possible to have a mtbo course added on to a
foot event.   Orienteering should work together, not promote a “them v us” conflict.

 Local park series targetting newbies

Families and Groups

Try these at your next event…
 Enourage groups/teams by offering a Score courses
 Encourge kids with ‘Kids ride free with a paying adult.’
 Offer a “beep’ course for juniors which is short but with no / limited route choice

and allow them to ride it 2 or 3 times, recording all their times.
 Orange/banana platter at the finish as this encourages people to stand around and talk.

Rules
– Ride Anywhere
The option to allow riders to ride anywhere during events was raised and discussed.  The general
consesnsus was that in order to maintain landholder good will, comply with permit conditions and
protect the environment, the current rule of no off track riding unless permitted across open land would
stand. The current controls of course setting design to eliminate potential shortcutting, taped crossing,
constructed tracks, field observers, remote cameras and mapping symbol trials should suffice.
If there is to be any exception this should be explicitly explained in event bulletins and information and
signs / instructions at the event start..

- Fences
Rules normally forbid climbing over fences.   If this is to be allowed this should be explicitly explained in
event bulletins and information and signs / instructions at the event start..



Technology

Recent discussions on enhancing the safety of riders by tracking them during events, has thrown up a
few options and whilst there’s no foolproof (and cheap) system for some of the remote areas we
operate, these are a few thay you might like to investigate and trial…

 MapRun - free
 MapRun Live Tracking – development testing underway, used by to event orgaiser only. No cost.
 TracTrac Tracking – commercial option $$$
 Live-It-Live Tracking– commercial option $$$

Knowledge Transfer

 Up-skill elite riders as coaches
Opportunities exist to utilse the skills and knowledge of National Team members to coach
emerging riders. By offering them coaching training they can then contribute by training others.

 Anyone interested in compile a training guide to assist emerging riders, contact Kay.

Courses & Course Lengths

Course Setters and Event Advisers are reminded that the winning time guidelines in the Australian Rules
are designed with elite competitors in mind, meaning the navigational challenge and the distance
covered should suit an elite rider. Whilst delivering class results exactly matching these times, isn’t an
exact measure of success, rider feedback on advertised (shorter or longer) distances can be an early
warning sign. There are plenty of historical results available to determine indicative KM rates for a given
terrain, to provide a comparison for draft course lengths.

Especially at major events consider offering more courses to cope with either:
a) the wide range of ages & abilities, and
b) large numbers from several classes being on the same course.
This often can be done with limited extra controls.

Mapping Symbol Legibility
Discussion regarding the visibility of Start and Finish symbols with respect to how well they stand out on
maps, busy with underlying features led to a proposed NSW trial of blue start and finish symbols, to test
whether new (and regular) riders find them more distinct.  Feeback to be captured and circulated.

Pain Points - NSW

The lack of suitabe areas for MTBO in the greater Sydney area was discussed, with sevelar suggestions of
existing maps e.g. Sydney Olympic park to be followed up.
Persistence with landowners hesitant to grant access for competive event can be addressed with ‘non-
timed’ events.

Pain Points – National

The current AUS-NZL Challenge rules will be reviewed to determine if a more workable solution can be
put to NZOF around nomination timelines. The Australain selection process will also be looked at with a
view to make it more effective.
Thanks goes to Blake Gordon who is handing over his statistician helmet this year, to ramp up his
training



Mapping Symbols for allowable riding on open areas

The current ‘test’ symbols for rideable areas from the MTBO Commision are…

You can download an OCAD template containing them and other test symbols mention in the blog
(http://www.mtbo-commission.com/blog) from here - http://www.mtbo-commission.com/map-
working-group.html


